
 

- Press up button to confirm
blind will travel in the up

direction.
- If blind is travelling in the wrong

direction, hold up & down
buttons at the same time until

motor jogs. 
- Check direction of blind to

make sure this is now travelling
in the correct direction. 

 

check blind direction

wirefree
outdoor motor

programming
instructions

- Remove end cap off solar
panel (right hand end).
- Select a channel on
remote.
- Hold programming button
on solar panel for
approximately 5 seconds
until a clicking sound is
heard and LED light will
light up once. 
- Hold stop button down on
remote until motor jogs
confirming successful
pairing (LED light will flash
on solar panel 3 times).

initial pairing

- Press the down button on
remote and stop blind before it
reaches the bottom of the
opening.
- Insert the wand supplied into
the white setting hole. 
- Turn the wand in an anti-
clockwise direction and the blind
will lower with each rotation.
- Continue to turn the wand until
the desired bottom limit is
reached.
- If the blind needs to be raised
to adjust the bottom limit, rotate
the wand clockwise to adjust.
- Once the bottom limit is
reached press and hold the stop
button to lock this position
(approx. 5 seconds). 

setting bottom limit left
hand control side



- Press the down button on the
remote and stop the blind before it
reaches the bottom of the opening.
- Insert the wand supplied into the
red setting hole. 
- Turn the wand in a clockwise
direction and the blind will lower
with each rotation.
- Continue to turn the wand until
the desired bottom limit is reached.
- If the blind needs to be raised to
adjust the bottom limit, rotate the
wand anti-clockwise to adjust.
- Once the bottom limit is reached
press and hold the stop button to
lock this position (approx. 5
seconds).

setting bottom limit right
hand control side

- Press the up button on remote and
stop blind before it reaches the top of

the opening.
- Insert the wand supplied into the

white setting hole.
- Turn the wand in a clockwise

direction and the blind will raise with
each rotation.

- Continue to turn the wand until the
desired top limit is reached.

- If the blind needs to be lowered to
adjust the top limit, rotate the wand

anti -clockwise to adjust.
- Once the top limit is reached press
and hold the stop button to lock this

position (approx. 5 seconds).
 

setting top limit right hand 
control side

-Press the up button and stop the
blind before it reaches the top of

the opening.
- Insert the wand supplied into the

red setting hole.
- Turn the wand in a clockwise

direction and the blind will raise
with each rotation.

- Continue to turn the wand until
the desired top limit is reached. 

- If the blind needs to be lowered to
adjust the top limit, rotate the wand

anti-clockwise to adjust.
- Once the top limit is reached

press and hold the stop button to
lock this position (approx. 5

seconds). 
 

setting top limit left hand
control side

If a factory reset is required,
remove end cap, hold

programming button down on
solar panel until 4 clicks are

heard and LED light flashes 4
times (approx. 14 seconds).

 

 factory reset 
(if required)

Once limits are set, install end
cap back on to solar panel (right
hand end).

finish


